Summary
The aim of this mainly musical anthropology research is to describe, analyze and to interpret the process of searching for Jewish identity through the changes of Jewish religious music in Prague and through the positions taken by its participants. During the last centuries, the Jewish ritual music has gone through changes which have been depending on what did it mean to be a Jew at that time – what did the actors want to be and how did they fullfil this idea through the performance. Especially striking change happened to the synagogue music in Prague during the post-Socialist period. Attention is paid to the social-historical context of different types of ritual music design, to the period aesthetic ideals and to the conflicts about what is the real Jewish music performance. All these phenemenons show the deeper social negotiation of the community members about the poignant question, how to be a right Jew and how to integrate the components of one’s identity at the same time. The ethos of the particular time periods are also demonstrated by personal histories of some Prague synagogue singers leading the worship (the so-called chazanim or cantors). The research combines the qualitative ethnographic attitudes of social and historical anthropology and anthropology of music.